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Twelve-year-old Brine Seaborne is a girl with a past--if only she could remember what it is.
Found alone in a rowboat as a child, clutching a shard of the rare starshell needed for spellcasting, she's spent the past years keeping house for an irritable magician and his obnoxious
apprentice, Peter. When Brine and Peter get themselves into a load of trouble and flee, they
blunder into the path of the legendary pirate ship the Onion. Before you can say "pieces of
eight," they're up to their necks in the pirates' quest to find Magical North, a place so shrouded
in secrets and myth that most people don't even think it exists. If Brine is lucky, she’ll find her
place in the world. And if she's unlucky, everyone on the ship will be eaten by sea monsters. It
could really go either way.
The purpose of this book is to describe the grammatical structure of Akoose, also known as
Bakossi, one of the north-western most narrow-Bantu languages of Cameroon. The book is
aimed at both linguists with an interest in African and in particular Bantu languages as well as
a local audience interested in their own language.
A professor at a Midwestern college invites his estranged children to reconcile with him at his
St. Louis home, but he is also after the large fortune his ex-wife left the children.
A warm and inviting picture book which offers an imaginative and creative look at the arrival of
a new baby. Meet the Tiny Penguins! The Tiny Penguins LOVE helping humans to keep their
house tidy, and they have one special rule - stay out of sight! But when they see a sad little girl,
Gertie, hiding under her bed, they decide SOME rules are made to be broken.
This is a collection of discussions of grammatical relations and related concepts using current
syntactic theory.
First published in 1963, this volume is a compilation of numerous essays by Douglas on the
Lele in the Belgian Congo covering a fifteen year period.
Inspired by an incredible true story of two Jewish friends who survived the Holocaust, this
“heartfelt and memorable tale of family, love, resilience, and the triumph of human spirit” (Pam
Jenoff, New York Times bestselling author) spans World War II from Budapest to Austria and
the postwar years from Naples to Caracas, perfect for fans of The German Girl and We Were
the Lucky Ones. Spring 1946: Best friends Vera Frankel and Edith Ban arrive in Naples.
Refugees from Hungary, they managed to escape from a train headed for Auschwitz and spent
the rest of the war hiding on an Austrian farm. Now, the two young women are starting new
lives abroad. Armed with a letter of recommendation from an American officer, Vera finds work
at the United States embassy where she falls in love with Captain Anton Wight. But as Vera
and Edith grapple with the aftermath of the war, so too does Anton, and when he suddenly
disappears, Vera is forced to change course. Their quest for a better life takes Vera and Edith
from Naples to Ellis Island to Caracas as they start careers, reunite with old friends, and
rebuild their lives after terrible loss. Moving, evocative, and compelling, The Light After the War
is a timely and “unforgettable story of strength, love, and survival” (Jillian Cantor, USA TODAY
bestselling author).

NATIONAL BESTSELLER ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR: VOGUE
* FRESH AIR As a professor of physics at MIT, Helen Clapp disdains notions of
the supernatural in favor of rational thought and proven ideas. So it's perhaps
especially vexing when, on an otherwise unremarkable Wednesday in June, she
gets a phone call from a friend who has just died. That friend was Charlotte
Boyce, Helen's roommate at Harvard. The two women once confided in each
other about everything: Helen's struggles as a young woman in science, Charlie's
as a black screenwriter in Hollywood, their shared challenges as parents. But as
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the years passed, they gradually grew apart. And now Charlie is permanently,
tragically gone. Drawn back into her friend's orbit, Helen is forced to question the
laws of the universe that have always steadied her mind and heart. Suspenseful,
perceptive, deeply affecting, Lost and Wanted is a story of friends and lovers, lost
and found, at the most defining moments of their lives.
Dog Man meets the Lord of the Rings in this laugh-out-loud graphic novel debut
about two aspiring adventurers who face off against startling ghosts, rampaging
monsters, and bumbling wizards. Matt Braly, creator of Disney's Amphibia,
proclaims Kitty Quest is "an absolutely charming story that had me chuckling the
whole way through. I couldn't put it down!" Woolfrik and Perigold are two downon-their-luck kittens in need of some extra cash, so they've decided to become
professional monster slayers. Except they don't know the first thing about it! So
when a huge beast starts rampaging through town, they are put to the ultimate
test. Fortunately, the duo accidentally awakens a ghost named Earl Mortimore,
who is the last not-so-living member of an ancient guild of warriors, and he's
going to teach them everything he knows. But the monster is just the beginning of
their worries, because someone even more troublesome is pulling its strings. So
even though they've never been in a battle--or even gone on a real quest
before--it's up to these kittens to save the day and prove they've got what it takes
to be heroes.
A funny and charming NEW young fiction series from Philip Ardagh, bestselling
author of TheGrunts series and Eddie Dickens adventures, and illustrated by Rob
Biddulph, award-winning creator of Draw With Rob! Puuurfect for fans of Alex T.
Smith, Pamela Butchart and Laura James. Meet Furry Purry Beancat - one
EXTRAORDINARY cat with nine EXTRAORDINARY lives! Just like every other
cat, Furry Purry Beancat loves a catnap. But unlike other cats, when Beancat
wakes she ?nds herself about to embark on a whole new adventure! In this first
book, join our furry (and purry!) heroine as she sets sail aboard a pirate ship,
helping her captain and his shipmates fight a rival crew in an epic battle at sea!
Can Furry Purry Beancat help save the day?
Many years have passed since Goldilocks caused chaos at the Bears' house in
the woods, but what happens when Little Bear as was wanders out of his fairytale
and into the big city where Goldilocks now lives? Awarding-winning artist and
animator Leigh Hodgkinson is the creator of this funny and clever fractured
fairytale based on the familiar story of Goldilocks and the Three Bears.
Goldilocks is now grown up with a family and a rather smart apartment, so how
will she react to coming home and finding that a very lost bear has been scoffing
porridge, breaking chairs and sleeping in beds? Will she be cross, or is finally
time to make amends?
Evaluates the impact of rapid economic growth and modernization on the
country's rural and urban population, describing the transformations of the twentyfirst century that have profoundly changed the country.
A funny and charming NEW young fiction series from Philip Ardagh, bestselling
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author of The Grunts series and Eddie Dickens adventures, and illustrated by
Rob Biddulph, award-winning creator of Draw With Rob. Puuurfect for fans of
Alex T. Smith, Pamela Butchart and Laura James. Meet Furry Purry Beancat –
one extraordinary cat with nine extraordinary lives! Just like every other cat, Furry
Purry Beancat loves a catnap. But unlike other cats, when Beancat wakes she
finds herself about to embark on a whole new adventure! Shhh! Our furry (and
purry!) heroine has woken up in a LIBRARY, and there’s trouble afoot. There are
plans to close it down, but with the help of two grumpy SPIDERS, can BEANCAT
do what she does best and SAVE THE DAY? 'Exciting and comic, these are purrfect first adventures' - LoveReading4Kids LOOK OUT for more Furry Purry
adventures: The Pirate Captain's Cat and The Railway Cat!
'A thrilling, original, evocative and eerie tale - I adored it!’ Michelle Harrison,
author of A Pinch of Magic 'A thrilling page-turner. Madame Pinchbeck is a
gloriously Dickensian villain’ Abi Elphinstone, author of Sky Song 'Ghosts,
gadgets, likeable villains and unlikely heroes: The Vanishing Trick is a dark and
dazzling adventure’ Emma Carroll, author of Letters from the Lighthouse 'A
completely enthralling tale, oozing with atmosphere and originality’ Catherine
Doyle, author of The Storm Keeper's Island 'Jenni Spangler is the next big voice
in children’s magical history novels’ Lucy Powrie, author of The Paper & Hearts
Society 'Deliciously dark and atmospheric … I couldn’t get enough' Nizrana
Farook, author of The Girl Who Stole An Elephant 'A spectacular heart-stopping
adventure in a dark and dangerous Victorian world' Tamsin Winter, author of
Jemima Small Versus the Universe 'An eventful gothic adventure full of secrets
and surprises' Sunday Times Book of The Week? Step into a world of secrets,
folklore and illusions, where nothing is as it seems and magic is at play… Madame
Augustina Pinchbeck, travels the country conjuring the spirits of dearly departed
loved ones... for a price. Whilst her ability to contact ghosts is a game of smoke
and mirrors, there is real magic behind her tricks too - if you know where to look.
Through a magical trade, she persuades children to part with precious objects,
promising to use her powers to help them. But Pinchbeck is a deceiver, instead
turning their items into enchanted Cabinets that bind the children to her and into
which she can vanish and summon them at will. When Pinchbeck captures
orphan Leander, events are set into motion that see him and his new friends
Charlotte and Felix, in a race against time to break Pinchbeck’s spell, before one
of them vanishes forever… #TheVanishingTrick A historical adventure with a
magical twist from an outstanding debut talent. Perfect for fans of Michelle
Harrison, Sophie Anderson and Emma Carroll.
The purrrrfect new story for young readers this Halloween! From Philip Ardagh,
bestselling author of The Grunts series, and illustrated by Rob Biddulph, award-winning
creator of Draw With Rob, comes a charming new series for fans of Alex T. Smith,
Pamela Butchart and Mr Dog! Meet Furry Purry Beancat – one extraordinary cat with
nine extraordinary lives! Just like every other cat, Furry Purry Beancat loves a catnap.
But unlike other cats, when Beancat wakes she often finds herself about to embark on
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a whole new adventure! Watch out! There’s a WITCH in the village – or is there? With
talk of potions, toads and spells flying around, will Beancat be able to sniff out the truth,
before it’s too late? 'Exciting and comic, these are purr-fect first adventures' LoveReading4Kids LOOK OUT for more Furry Purry adventures: The Pirate Captain's
Cat, The Railway Cat and The Library Cat!
We have lost the plot when it comes to migration. In our collective consciousness, the
term 'migration' conjures up images of hordes of refugees fleeing 'their' country,
escaping on rafts and coming to invade 'ours'. When we think of migration, we think of
(largely unwanted) immigration and its ills. We've got it all wrong. Far from being
abnormal, the act of going in search of a better life is at the core of the human
experience. And now a new kind of nomad is emerging. What used to be a movement
largely from east to west, south to north, developing to developed country is becoming
more of a multilateral phenomenon with each passing day. Young people from
everywhere are moving everywhere. Or rather, they are moving to where they expect to
improve their lives and are turning the world into a beauty contest of cities and regions
and companies vying to attract them. They are doing so because movement has
become a key to their emancipation. After centuries of becoming sedentary, the future
of humanity and the key to its enlightenment in the 21st century lies in re-embracing
nomadism. Migration fosters the qualities that will allow our children to flourish and
succeed. Our times require more migration, not less. Part memoir, part generational
manifesto, The New Nomad is both the chronicle of this revolution and a call to
embrace it.
A Grammar of Eton is the first description of the Cameroonian Bantu language Eton. It
is also one of the few complete descriptions of a North-western Bantu language. The
complex tonology of Eton is carefully analysed and presented in a simple and
consistent descriptive framework, which permits the reader to keep track of Eton's
many tonal morphemes. Phonologists will be especially interested in the analysis of
stem initial prominence, which manifests itself in a number of logically independent
phenomena, including length of the onset consonant, phonotactic skewing and number
of tonal attachment sites. Typologists and Africanists working on morphosyntax will find
useful analyses of, among others, gender and agreement; tense, aspect, mood and
negation; and verbal derivation. They will encounter many morphosyntactic differences
between Eton and the better known Eastern and Southern Bantu languages, often due
to evolutions shaped by maximality constraints on stems. The chapters on clause
structure and complex constructions provide data hardly found in sources on the
languages of the region, including descriptions of non-verbal clauses, focus, quasiauxiliaries and adverbial clauses.
Meet Furry Purry Beancat – one extraordinary cat with nine extraordinary lives! Just like
every other cat, Furry Purry Beancat loves a catnap. But unlike other cats, when
Beancat wakes she finds herself about to embark on a whole new adventure! All
aboard! There’s a mystery on the railway! Join Beancat and her friends as they
uncover secrets and spies on the tracks. Who is the ticket-swapping, train-hopping
stranger? Is Beancat’s beloved railway in danger? It’s up to our furry (and purry!) hero
to solve the puzzle, before it’s too late. A funny and charming young fiction series from
award-winning, bestselling author and illustrator duo Philip Ardagh and Rob Biddulph,
puuurfect for feline fans everywhere
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This single-volume reference offers a practical, evaluative guide to the main general
dictionaries of the world's languages. It provides selective, critical annotations to help
users choose the most appropriate dictionary for their purpose.
On the back of the phenomenal sales of 4 Ingredients KETO -&- The Easiest AIR
FRYER BookEver … BEHOLD, the whole new versatile and delectable world of The
Easiest AIR FRYER KETO Book Ever! This new book is your go-to resource for:
Delicious, moreish, traditionally-fried recipes without all the carbohydrates Quick,
convenient, family-friendly meal ideas that can be whipped up with just 4 ingredients or
less 80+ new and exciting recipes that are all keto-friendly, homemade and healthy
Nutritional information – fats, proteins, carbs, it’s all here! 144 fully illustrated pages Air
frying is one of the easiest ways to enjoy traditionally-fried recipes without all the extra
carbohydrates. With this book, learn how to cut out the carbs and add more nutrients to
your meal by opting for more keto-friendly breading like nuts and seeds! Enjoy all the
foods you love, from Chorizo Chips to Keto Bagels and Roast chicken – if you can bake
it in an oven, fry it on your stop top, or BBQ it outdoors, chances are you can make it
with an air fryer!
The irresistible story of one slug's search for love from picture book bestsellers Rachel
Bright and Nadia Shireen. Doug the slug needs a hug. But who wants to hug a slug
called Doug? Snuggle up with lonesome Doug on his search for love in this completely
charming picture book which shows that you just never know when love might come
flying by... (And which introduces an unsuspecting world to snail superstar, Gail!) A
warm and endearing rhyming text by Rachel Bright (Love Monster, The Lion Inside) is
perfectly paired with funny and fabulous illustrations by Nadia Shireen (Good Little
Wolf, Billy and the Beast) in this adorable future classic.

When Aster wakes alone, stranded, on a tropical island, she has no idea what
has happened, why she is there, or where to find her younger sister, Poppy. The
answers lie in the secretive underwater world surrounding the desert island,
populated by the beautiful and the unexpected...
Take to the skies in this thrilling new series from author Alex English. (BEWARE:
THERE WILL BE PIRATES!) 11 year-old Echo Quickthorn has grown up
believing that nothing exists outside the Kingdom of Lockfort, but everything
changes when an eccentric professor parks his airship outside her window armed
with a map that shows all the magical places that exist beyond the city walls.
Together with her pet lizard, Gilbert, Echo sets off on an incredible adventure to
find her missing mother; an adventure that will take her to unimaginable places
filled with giant butterflies, mechanical dragons and . . . sky pirates! Praise for
Sky Pirates: Echo Quickthorn and the Great Beyond: "Fizzes with magic and
wonder" – Abi Elphinstone, bestselling author of SKY SONG "A charmingly
madcap adventure, with endearing friendships, sparkling wit, and a
swashbuckling journey across pirate-infested skies. I loved it. Perfect for fans of
Nevermoor and Cogheart." – Hana Tooke, author of THE UNADOPTABLES “A
spirited protagonist, a charming side-kick and a believable villain come together
in this tightly plotted, visual, treat for the senses. I want to soar over the rainbow
rooftops of Port Tourbillon and the toadstooled forests of Tyrian in my very own
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airship.” – Nizrana Farook, author of THE GIRL WHO STOLE AN ELEPHANT
“Sky Pirates is a fast-moving adventure story full of intrepid explorers, ingenious
inventors, stolen treasure and mysterious undiscovered lands. If you like Chitty
Chitty Bang Bang (and who doesn't?) you'll love Sky Pirates too!” Kirsty
Applebaum, author of THE MIDDLER "From the very first page, I felt as if I'd
been grabbed by the hand by a best friend and taken on the journey of a lifetime.
Pacey, thrilling and endearing too. If I was ever to encounter sky pirates, I can
think of no one I'd want by my side more than clever, brave Echo." – Joanna
Nadin, author of the RACHEL RILEY series “A breath-taking adventure and a
wonderfully imagined story of friendship and danger in strange places.” – Claire
Fayers, author of THE VOYAGE TO MAGICAL NORTH "An incredible adventure,
brimming with friendship and danger" – The Bookseller
A Grammar of EtonWalter de Gruyter
'Moving, hopeful and heartfelt... an ideal book group read' AJ Pearce A gripping
and heartfelt story about overcoming the past and finding where you belong.
Anna Wilson travels the world as a professional housesitter – stepping into other
people’s lives - caring for their homes, pets and sometimes even neighbours.
Living vicariously. But all Anna has ever really wanted is a home of her own – a
proper one, filled with family and love and happy memories. If only she knew
where to start. Growing up in foster care, she always envied her friends their
secure and carefree lives, their certainty and confidence. And, while those same
friends may have become her family of choice, Anna is still stuck in that nomadic
cycle, looking for answers, trying to find the courage to put down roots and find a
place to call home. Compelling, rich and evocative, Home is Anna’s journey to
discovering that it isn’t where you settle down that matters, but the people you
have around you when you do. ‘I loved this warm and touching story about
home, belonging, and finding your way in the world. Vivid, evocative and
beautifully written, with a message of hope at its heart’ Holly Miller 'Friends are
where the heart is… I very much enjoyed this thoughtful and absorbing novel' Kate
Eberlen 'A gorgeous, thoughtful read' Catherine Isaac 'Clever, warm and funny…
The ultimate comfort read' Veronica Henry 'As heartbreaking as it is uplifting, this
book wouldn’t leave me. I loved it’ Katie Fforde ** WHY READERS LOVE
HOME ** 'Sometimes you read a book that genuinely touches your heart. Home
by Penny Parkes did that to me... I will be buying this book for friends and for my
18 year old daughter and her friends. I also really hope my book club read it, as
there is so much I want to discuss' 5-star reader review 'I felt as though this book
touched my heart. I now want to read more of Penny's books as I feel as though I
have missed out on her awesome writing' 5-star reader review 'This was without
a doubt one of the the most captivating books I have read in quite some time,
and I would certainly recommend it to others!' 5-star reader review 'I love this
book… I found myself in tears on more than one occasion, smiling and laughing at
others… This is a fantastic book and will be recommending it to all of my friends'
5-star reader review 'Goodness me I loved this book. It was so heartfelt and
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thoughtful… So brilliantly done and the best Penny Parkes to date (they are all
brilliant though)' 5-star reader review
A wildly funny full-color graphic novel about dinosaur heroes on a quest to fight
for good over evil. On their own, they are four mild-mannered dinos, but together
they are . . . DINOMIGHTY! Everything is pleasant and good in Dinotown . . . until
Teri-Dactyl discovers a cryptic email that says the precious Golden Egglettes are
in danger! Dinomighties unite! But can they spring into action fast enough to save
these valuable jewels from evil baddies? Readers of Dog Man, Hilo, and The Bad
Guys will love the outrageous and zany humor paired with the action-packed
adventure in this exciting graphic novel series.
This volume continues the tradition of presenting the latest findings by typologists
and field linguists, relevant to general linguistic theory and research
methodology. Cross-linguistic studies based on large samples and in-depth
studies of previously undescribed languages highlight new refinements and
revisions to our current understanding of established categories and
classifications.
Here is an informative introduction to language: its origins in the past, its growth
through history, and its present use for communication between peoples. It is at
the same time a history of language, a guide to foreign tongues, and a method
for learning them. It shows, through basic vocabularies, family resemblances of
languages -- Teutonic, Romance, Greek -- helpful tricks of translation, key
combinations of roots and phonetic patterns. It presents by common-sense
methods the most helpful approach to the mastery of many languages; it
condenses vocabulary to a minimum of essential words; it simplifies grammar in
an entirely new way; and it teaches a language as it is actually used in everyday
life.
A funny, charming story about the magic of books from the co-creator of the hit
Cbeebies series, Olobob Top. Have you ever wondered what it's like to BE a book?
The BEST bits are getting to hang our with your friends and tell amazing stories, but
sometimes a good book can end up in the wrong place at the wrong time... And then
they might get scribbled on, nibbled on or even lose their last and most important
page... And when that happens, it's time to go to... Book Hospital! This funny,
reassuring story is a celebration of books and the magic of reading. Because when you
love your books, when you're kind to your books and when you read your books, they
will take you on a magical journey that you'll never forget... Other books by Leigh
Hodgkinson: Pencil Dog Goldilocks and Just the One Bear Troll Swap Goldilocks and
the Three Potties Colin and the Snoozebox Limelight Larry
Pull back the curtain and enter a world where mystery and magic take centre stage . . .
Twelve-year-old Tig works at the Theatre Royale, cleaning, selling tickets and doing
anything else that is asked of her by her tyrannical boss, Mr Snell. But Tig will do
whatever it takes to get closer to her dream – to become a Stage Manager and spend
her days inventing new ways to imagine and build the intricate machinery and props
that bring the exciting productions to life! But when a strange new act – a talking
machine – arrives at the Theatre Royale, it moves and behaves in a way that Tig just
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can’t work out. It’s as though it’s alive somehow . . . And when the machine appears
to be hiding a dangerous secret, Tig must race against time to solve the mystery,
before everything and everyone she cares about is lost forever. A gloriously gothic
adventure from an original new voice in middle-grade. A gloriously gothic adventure
with a magical twist from an original new voice in middle-grade. Perfect for fans of
Michelle Harrison, Sophie Anderson and Emma Carroll. Praise for Jenni Spangler’s
debut novel, THE VANISHING TRICK: A thrilling, original, evocative and eerie tale - I
adored it!’ Michelle Harrison, author of A Pinch of Magic 'A thrilling page-turner.
Madame Pinchbeck is a gloriously Dickensian villain’ Abi Elphinstone, author of Sky
Song 'Ghosts, gadgets, likeable villains and unlikely heroes: The Vanishing Trick is a
dark and dazzling adventure’ Emma Carroll, author of Letters from the Lighthouse 'A
completely enthralling tale, oozing with atmosphere and originality’ Catherine Doyle,
author of The Storm Keeper's Island
Embark on another swashbuckling SKY PIRATES adventure in The Dragon's Gold,
perfect for 8+ explorers and fans of Abi Elphinstone, Peter Bunzl and Vashti Hardy.
Echo Quickthorn has been reunited with her sky-pirate mother, Indigo Lil, and is now a
fully-fledged member of the Black Sky Wolves. So when Lil is summoned to the
Alliance of the Seven Skies, Echo decides to sneak along with her friend Horace.
There, Horace is captured by the dastardly Thunder Sharks, a rival pirate clan, who
present Echo with an ultimatum: they’ll release her friend in exchange for the
legendary dragon’s gold ... Echo must journey – through underwater libraries and
active volcanoes – to the inhospitable Dragonlands, in order to find the dragon’s lair.
But can she find the treasure and prove herself to be a true-sky pirate? Praise for SKY
PIRATES: Echo Quickthorn and the Great Beyond: "Strap yourselves in for an
exhilarating ride!" – Daily Mail "Fizzes with magic and wonder" – Abi Elphinstone,
author of SKY SONG "A charmingly madcap adventure, with endearing friendships,
sparkling wit, and a swashbuckling journey across pirate-infested skies. I loved it.
Perfect for fans of Nevermoor and Cogheart." – Hana Tooke, author of THE
UNADOPTABLES “A spirited protagonist, a charming side-kick and a believable villain
come together in this tightly plotted, visual, treat for the senses. I want to soar over the
rainbow rooftops of Port Tourbillon and the toadstooled forests of Tyrian in my very own
airship.” – Nizrana Farook, author of THE GIRL WHO STOLE AN ELEPHANT “Sky
Pirates is a fast-moving adventure story full of intrepid explorers, ingenious inventors,
stolen treasure and mysterious undiscovered lands. If you like Chitty Chitty Bang Bang
(and who doesn't?) you'll love Sky Pirates too!” – Kirsty Applebaum, author of THE
MIDDLER "From the very first page, I felt as if I'd been grabbed by the hand by a best
friend and taken on the journey of a lifetime. Pacey, thrilling and endearing too. If I was
ever to encounter sky pirates, I can think of no one I'd want by my side more than
clever, brave Echo." – Joanna Nadin, author of the RACHEL RILEY series “A breathtaking adventure and a wonderfully imagined story of friendship and danger in strange
places.” – Claire Fayers, author of THE VOYAGE TO MAGICAL NORTH "An incredible
adventure, brimming with friendship and danger" – The Bookseller
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